


How a login box can build your brand

For the modern consumer, what makes a brand really sing?

That’s right, the login box.

No, wait, come back. Now, this may sound a little over the top. It may also sound like just
the sort of thing an authentication company would say.

But here’s why.

The login box is the first thing customers see when they visit a website to buy shoes,
order pizza, check their bank to check they can pay for those pizza and shoes, or even
when they are speaking to their virtual doctor. And a truly slick login experience makes all
the difference. Or to us the more formal term, Customer Identity and Access Management
CIAM. Of course, you know there’s more to CIAM than just this, but those first few clicks
on a website are what many consumers will use to form their first impression.

Think of the brands that do those first clicks so well. The simple UX of Netflix which
engages the customer, feeds them personalized recommendations, and rarely makes it
difficult for them to get what they want. It’s this level of UX that has become the level of
expectation now for consumers; and it’s this digital experience that can do the most for
your brand.

It’s not the days of Don Draper spinning up the perfect tagline; now it’s your
developers who are the branding wizards you need to rely on.

So, whether you’re a chief digital officer or a head of marketing, there’s a lot login boxes
can do for your brand and for your customers.

Let’s take a closer look at how they can make your brand sing.
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Okay, so let’s get the bad
news out the way early —
people want a lot from their
digital experience

UX stats show that 88% of online shoppers say they wouldn’t return to a website
after having a bad user experience.

Just think back to the last time you had a frustrating experience online. It’s difficult not to
get annoyed with clunky, poorly designed websites. And what’s most important is that
you always have a choice of somewhere else to go. It’s not like the one village shop that
sells your favourite yogurt — nearly every single brand online has a competitor you can
turn to. Whether that’s buying candles or booking a dentist appointment, brand loyalty is
not born out of a product these days, but the experience of consuming that product.

It’s not just the UX either, there’s also a rise in bad actors targeting login boxes as the first
point of attack which threatens the reputation of your brand. This is often because of
poor approaches to authentication, such as storing passwords in plain text. Facebook did
this a few years ago and the brand backlash was huge because consumers felt they had
not had their data respected. This is another key area where brands can improve their
relationship with consumers — treat their data with respect, and they will respect you.
This is not just something for the healthcare or banking sectors either, every single brand
should be looking at how they can not only protect their customer’s privacy, but how they
can show they are doing so.
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That’s a cartoon you can show your security team if you want to make them laugh/cry.

There’s also more often unseen costs and potential pitfalls behind login boxes that have
not been given enough attention. Here’s some useful data that you can show everyone
from your CEO to your CISO when making the case for investment in CIAM.
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Average damage cost

As promised, that’s all the doom and gloom out the way. But let’s get to the fun part now.
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Your login box can give your
customers the experience they
expect from your brand
So much conversation has fallen on the trade offs between security, privacy, and convenience.
But it doesn’t need to be a choice. You just need to know what features are available to you,
and when to bring them into the customer experience.

For example, with multi-factor authentication (MFA, you can choose to only introduce it at the
time of purchase or during a subscription renewal. This reduces the amount of friction for the
consumer when it’s not totally necessary. For healthcare or banking brands, you can make MFA
standard every time someone logs in — this one feature not only increases your security
posture, but lets your users know your brand is taking their security seriously, which is key
when it comes to personal data like health and finances.

So what else can your login box do?

Give the people what
they want

Ta-da….make passwords
disappear

Social login lets customers use their
existing credentials from popular
third-party platforms like Facebook,
Twitter, Google or Apple to check-in
to the business. A useful trick now
that 8 out of 10 people find
password management difficult. We
know everyone should be using
1Password, but this is not the time
your brand should be lecturing
users on what they should be
thinking about.

With passwordless entry, customers are
able to use their mobile number or email
address and receive a one-time code or
link to login. This is particularly useful as
80% of bad actor breaches are linked to
passwords. Biometric authentication is
also available upon request. Of course,
make sure that your customers know
passwordless may mean no passwords,
but it doesn’t mean no authentication.
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Give back control of their data

Consumers no longer simply trust brands when it comes to controlling their private
data. So let them set their own limits. A good login experience lets consumers set
personal preferences on the data they share.

With just a few tweaks, your login box can make your customer have an easier, more secure,
and more empowered time interacting with your brand.

But a login box does not just stop at the front door. Here’s how it can also help you understand
far more than the email address of your customer’s identity.
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Here’s how your login box can
truly understand your customers
A good CIAM solution is the difference between showing up at a crowded restaurant and being
told there’s a 20-minute wait or being escorted straight to your table as the bartender hands
you your favorite drink. With the right approach to CIAM, you can give your customers easy
login and offer them services based on a nuanced understanding of their needs and behaviors.

Insights into your customers can be a major competitive advantage, but only if your data is
organized, accessible, and accurate. A strong CIAM solution can help create centralized,
data-rich customer profiles that function as a single source of truth about users.

By choosing to embark on centralizing user management with a strong CIAM solution, you can
effectively eliminate data silos and duplicate data. Everything you know about a user is
together in one place and admins can quickly grant and revoke permissions. This single view of
customers is an obvious advantage for analytics, but it also helps companies easily meet the
reporting requirements of data privacy laws. Knowledge about the user is also critical for
building more personalized experiences, driving higher retention rates.

Or to put it simply, your customers will really feel like your brand knows them and gives a s**t
about them.

So what’s this look like on a feature level?

● Trial experiences: Giving your customers an opportunity to experience the value of your

brand before they commit should not come with strings attached in the form of friction

or too much required information.

● Loyalty program changes or additions: Making sure your customers are informed about

new affinity opportunities can impact retention rates, as can properly implementing

Single Single-On (SSO across multiple brands or properties during a merger or

acquisition.

● Gain a 360° view of your customer: Sound support for new CRM or customer analytics

initiatives increases your ability to create a complete user profile. Those insights can
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help you promote your services more effectively and build more personalized

experiences your customers will love.

● Reduce risk exposure due to compliance/data privacy inconsistencies. Standardizing

how sensitive data is handled can streamline compliance for key regulations and data

privacy laws, ultimately reducing risk.

So from helping reward loyalty to learning more about those little quirks that make your
customers feel respected, your login box can tell you a lot about the identity of those
customers when they interact with your brand.

Now that we have looked at the theory, let’s look at how a real life brand got it’s login box in the
best shape of its life.
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Building brand love is a marathon,
not a sprint. How does this all look
in real life?
Gymshark: Centralizing UX for 250K monthly users
Gymshark is a UK-based conditioning brand dedicated to creating functional training apparel;
designing innovative performance technologies; and building passionate, empowered
communities. Since founder Ben Francis launched the company from his Birmingham garage in
2012, Gymshark has grown into one of the most recognizable functional training apparel
brands in the world, with a social media following of 10 million and customers in over 170
countries.

When looking for a customer identity provider, Gymshark had one major priority: a seamless
customer experience. “User experience is the most important thing that we as engineers do,”
says Lake, “So the system behind the scenes should be doing the hard work, and the user
experience to the end customer should be seamless and as simple as possible.”

While they briefly considered building their own solution, Gymshark ultimately decided to
entrust Auth0 with security and identity management within their app and online stores. “A lot
of our software engineers, myself included, have got experience with authentication and have
built all sorts of different authentication solutions in the past,” says Lake. “However, as a
retailer, we want to concentrate on providing a world-class customer experience rather than
getting authentication right, especially when we can hand it over to the experts at Auth0.”

When they implemented Auth0, Gymshark’s software engineering team was just three people.
Even with such a small team, they were able to launch the new system with ease and migrate
their customers in just six weeks. Lake says, “The ease of implementing Auth0 was brilliant. It
saved us months of time, salaries, effort in finding the right engineers, obviously ongoing
support, and also probably given us back a few years in our lives as well through stress.”

You can find the full case study here if you want to take a deeper look.
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Conclusion - Is your login box
doing as much for your brand as
it could be?
This is where we would have used a meme of Don Draper with the words “Times change, so
change with them” written across. But although digital experiences change, copyright
restrictions tend not to.

So to summarize, consumer expectations of a brand have grown far beyond just liking the
product and advertising. Now, the whole experience — from logging in to how they handle your
private data — is crucial for brands to get right.

This is where your login box plays such an important role — it’s your brand's first and returning
impression for customers. It can make it easy for customers to get on your website in the first
place and start buying a product. Not only that, but it can give them a sense of knowing you
care about their security, as well as giving them ease of fingers by offering passwordless login
or MFA. Your login box can help gather the data you need to offer the best personalised
experiences, or even give customers control over how their data is used.

So take a minute today to look at your login box. Is it the best login box it could be? Or is now
the time to get it looking fresh for summer?

Find out more about how you can make your login box awesome at auth0.com
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Auth0 provides a platform to authenticate, authorize, and
secure access for applications, devices, and users.
Security and development teams rely on Auth0’s simplicity,
extensibility, and expertise to make identity work for
everyone. Safeguarding more than 4.5 billion login
transactions each month, Auth0 secures identities so
innovators can innovate, and empowers global enterprises
to deliver trusted, superior digital experiences to their
customers around the world.

For more information, visit https://auth0.com or follow
@auth0 on Twitter.
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